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l)ear Mr. \uer:

‘Ihe U.S. (hanther of Commerce is thu worlds largest l)usiness federation.
representing over three million companies of even size, sector, and region. The
ChalTiber created the ( unter for Capital Markets Competitiveness (“CCNIC”) to

pro11ote a 1m)dern and effective regulatory structure for capital markets to iuiiv
function in the 21 Century economy. ‘I’he CC1\[C believes that the designafion of

certain nonbank financial companies for SuperviSion and regulation l)V the Board of

(vernorS of the lederal Reserve S stem (‘l ederal Reserve”) may have far reaching

ramifications throughout the .\mertCan economy. In fact, the content of the rUle

itself, which was proposed for a second time in October 2011, is likely to have an

impact on the economy of a similar magnitude. Despite the impacts this authority

and the rule governing its use ‘will likely have on the resiliency and growth of the
economy, and although this re—proposed rule is the third rulemaking released from the
linancial Stability Oversight Council (“FS()C”) on this subject, we believe that there
are many issues that still remain unresolved or are in need of public deliberation

beft)re a rule is finalized and any designations are made,.. \ccordingly, we respectfully
rejuest that the l’S( )( hold a public hearing or, at a minimum, public 1-oun(llables to

solicit further comnwnl and engage in public dialogue as contemplated by I xecuiive

Orders 13563.

‘Ihe concerns justifying this re(Iuest are discussed in detail below.

Discussion
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11w D dd—l’rank \Vall Si reel Re1 rm and ( >nsimwr Protection \ct (‘‘Dodd—

l’rank \ct”) established the l’S( as a College of regulatory agencies to monitor and

address s’stemic risk and resolve regulatory differences among the financial

regulators. Under ‘lit-ic I of the 1)odd—l’rank ,\ct, I’S( )( may designate certain

n()nbank financial C( )mpanies as svstemicalI imp( )rtant financial institutions (“Sill’’)

and those designated companies would then be subject to heightened supervision and

regulati( n by the I ‘ed eral Reserve.

lSO(. issued an advanced notice of proposedl rulemaking on October 6, 2010

(“\NPRM”) followed by a notice of proposedl rulemaking (NPRM) on January 26,

2011. In response to concerns about the first NPRNI, a second NPRJ\l was published

in the lederal Ret’ister on October 18, 2011 (“second NPRNI”).

1. Compliance with Relevant Executive Orders.

On January 18, 2011, President Barack Obarna signed Executive Order 13563

entitled “Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review.” Executive Order 13563

seeks to increase public p1rnc1pa)n in the regulatorv process, maximize economic

analysis, and cost savings. It also lists burden—reducing principles that the agencies

should follow. This I ixecutive Order amplified the provisions of I ixecutive Order

12866 issued by President \‘cilliam J. (linton on September 30, 1993. On July 11,

2011, President Barack Obama signed l1xecutive Order 13579 requesting that

independent agencies follow the principles laid out in Executive Order 13563 when

engaged in rulemaking.

l’he ‘1’reasur Department and related agencies are not independent agencies

and must promulgate rules consistent with the Office of Information and Regulatory

\ffairs (“()IR\”) l)tOCS5 and Executive Order 13563. The Federal Reserve is an

independent agency, but it has pledged to abide by Executive Order 13563.

Consistent with this approach, the Federal Reserve recently stated that it “cOfltifldies

to believe that our regulatory efforts should be designed to minimize regulat( )ry

burden consistent with the effective implementation of Our statutory

responsibilities.”’

\o t’iiihr 5, 2fl1 I l1tt(1’ hOII’I 11(1(1.11 ki’serv (hurnin lien BL’rlLilIke to OlR.\ ;\dminisir.iior (LssSIiI1slc’El,
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In the sections relevant to this rulemakint, I ixecutive Order 13563 states:

Sect 1( )fl 2. Pub/ic Pnu/icu/iui/io.ii (a) Regulations shall be adopted through a

loess that involved public partic1patio1. lo that end, regulations shall
be based, to the extent feasible and consistent with law, on the open

exchange of information and perspectives among State, local and tribal

otticials, experts in relevant disciplines, affected stakeholders in the
private sector and the public as a whole:

lurihermore, lixecutive Order 13563 places upon the agencies the rec1uirement

that when promulgating rules they must do the following:

1) Propose or adopt a regulation only uiot a reasoned determination that

its benefits justify its costs (recognizing that some benefits and costs are

difficult to justify);

2) ‘lailor its regulanons to impose the least burden on society, consistent
\vith 01) taming regulatory objectives, taking into account, among other

things and to the extent practical)le, the costs of cumulative regulanons;

3) Select, in choosing among alternative regulatory approaches, those

approaches that maximize net benefits (including potential economic,
environmental, public health and safety and other advantages;

distributive impacts; and equity);

4) Jo the extent feasible, specif performance objectives, rather than
speci ing the behavior or manner of compliance that regulated entities

must adopt; and

5) Identify and assess available alternatives to direct regulation, including
providing economic incentives to encourage the desired behavior, such
as user fees or marketable permits, or providing information upon which
choices can be made to the public.3

2 .ucuiix (irilur 13563, Suction 2 (a).

Ibid. Suction 1 (1))
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\\hen it issued its seCond N PR\ 1, [S( )(. ackil( )\Vleded I hat it W( )tiId comph
with I xecutive Orders 12866 and 1 3563. \\‘c believe that adherence to the
requirements listed is necessar to permit the elilcieni and effective identification and
supervision of any nonl)ank financial companies I htt C( )uld threaten L .8. financial
stability. Achieving these objectives requires the [‘S( )C not only to solicit input from

stakeholders but also to engage in a diah)gue with those stakeholders by clearly
responding to the substantive comments they make. I ngaging in such a dialogue
would help the iSOC minimize unintended adverse impacts on economic growth and
job creation, which may result from the inappropriate design of the rule for exercising

the desitnaon authority.

e do riot question that the iSOC has solicited public participation through

the comment process. Indeed, we (and many of our members) have provided iSOC

with comments on each of the 180(2’s rulemaking releases, including the second
NPR\1. 1 lowever, the second PR\l is the third release by the FSO(2 on this issue

and FSOC has not responded directly to substantive comments made on either of the

iems two releases — the ANPRM or the NPRM. In the 5econd NPRM, FSO(2

indicated that it would address substanthre comments when it releases the final rule.
Ihis delayed approach ob\ iousl\ frustrates stakeholders’ attempts to engage in a
dialogue and their abilit to provide meaningful comments because they don’t know
h( w PSOC viewed their previous comments. lurthermore, with complex
rulernakings such as this, agencies will often hold public hearings or roundtables to

allow for further input and dialogue in order to ensure that all material issues created
by a proposed rulemaking are considered transparently and that it will impose the

least burden upon society by avoiding potential problems. e encourage the FSO(2

to hold such a public hearing or, at a minimum, public roundtables to solicit further

comment on this proposed rule and engage in public dialogue as contemplated by
Ixecutive Orders 13563.

1 inallv, as will be discussed in more detail, there are omissions to the second
NPR\l that raise serious questions as to its compliance with I 1xecutvie Orders 2866

and 13563. For example, the lack of any cost—benefit analysis fails to abide by the
requirements of I xecutive Order 13563 and does not permit affected ptws to

understand or fully comment on the impacts of the proposed rule. We are also

I uiItrd Itvitir \ Iiiini 6, N umbur 2{) I, Pagt- 64Y2, ()crobtr 18, 2 ) 11.
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conCerned I hat I here may l)e inherent C( )flI i-adiciions l)elween the Dodd—1rank \ct
and well established existin laws that may place incompatible requirements upon
C( impanies and their management

\cc )ftliiul) , l)ecause of the complexity and unprecedented nature of the
designation authority created by section 113 and the enhanced prudential supervision
of designated fl( )nl)ank financial Companies required by section 165 of the Dodd—
I’rank Act, \V believe that more public discussion is warranted to explore the issues
raised by the second NPRNI and those areas where it may need to be modified.

2. Potential Issues with the Second NPRM that Require Expanded Public
Input

We believe that the second NPRM contains a number of deficiencies and
ambiguities that should be addressed more fully, particularly through a public hearing
or roundtables.

‘11w second NPRI\1 fails to adequately explain whether it will result in a rule or
guidance. ‘I’herefore, it is impossible for commenters to understand the legal
significance lS( )C will place on the second NPRN1 if it were to be finalized. If it is a
proposed rule, would the FSOC and parfies to be considered for SILl designation be
bound b\ it? Can it only be amended through a notice and comment procedure
C( )nsistent ith the requirements of the \drninistrative Procedures Act (“ \P. \‘)?

1’hese are important questions that should be understood in contemplanng and

commenting on the second NPRM.

\dditionallv, it is unclear \vhat the standards are for (Ictermining if a company
poses a threat to the financial stability of the Lnited States. Indeed there is a lack of

specific proposed metrics that will aIlo\v commenters to understand how these
standards will be developed and applied. The second NPR1\[ creates further
uncertainty due to its lack of appropnate guidance and transparency for companies to
understand the screening process for companies being reviewe(l for possible Sill
designation. Similarly, it appears that the second N PRi\I includes an overly—broad
defInition of a company, while failing to adequately explain the screens for asset size

that would be applied for a Stage 1 review. It is also important that greater clarity he
provided for Stage 2 and Stage 3 reviews.
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Siakeholders also need a better understanding how lS( )( \vill construct a
process for annual reviews and rescissions of Sill designations. lurthermore, the
second rule proposal is not occurring in a vacuum, and it will be important to
understand ho\V other proposed signifIcant rule makings, such as the ‘‘Predominanhl\
I ‘ngaged in linancial .\ctivities” test, the \ olcker Rule, and Lederal Reserves
proposed rules hr implementmg section 165 \vill interact with the second rule

P 1( )( )sal.

Ibis is but a bne and non—exhaustive list of issues that need more public

dialogue and clarity before the second NPRM can be finalized.

3. Failure to Provide a Cost Benefit Analysis

‘I’hc second rule proposal does not contain a cost benefit analysis. As stated

earlier, the ISOC has acknowledged that it is subject to the re(1uiremcnts of I ixecutive
( )rders 12866 and 1 3563. This includes the obligation to assess costs and benefits of
available alternatives and to make this analysis available for public review and
c( )mment during the rulemaking process. The second NPR\I does not contain a cost
l)eneht analysis nor does it appear that one has even been conducted.

‘Iiw content of the rule itself will impose costs across the U.S. economy. lor
example, in the NPRM, the iSOC has proposed quantitative thresholds that will be
applied to companies in Stage I of the designation process .Any companies \Vho
exceed the size threshold and one of the secondary thresholds will proceed to Stage 2
of the designation process. One can only assume that these thresholds are strongly
indicative of threats to U.S. financial stability . Anassumption is required because the
1’SOC has not clearly explained the relationships benveen these thresholds and U.S.
financial stability. It is also logical to assume that companies will carefully weigh the
risks and potential costs of exceeding these thresholds and therefore, that economic
activity will be impacted by companies changing existing business practices, foregoing
business opportunities, and reallocating resources to avoid exceeding them.

‘11w benefits of these reactions by large companies may be significant if hwy
result in a more resilient and efficient U.S. financial system. i’he may outweigh the
costs of reduced or inefficient economic activity. Unfortunately, however, the l’SOC
has provided no information to enable the public to consider whether the benefits are
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likel to jiistit i-he Costs. I the lS( )( has conducted anvanal\ sis of the impact these
thresholds \Vill have on I. .8. economic activity, that analysis has not been shared with
the public.

I)esignating nonbank financial c )mpanies as SI Ii’s also \Vlll have impacts upon
designated nonl)anks and, by design, the U.S. financial system. lor example, the cost
of capital for designated nonbanks will increase and those increased costs will impact
the counterparties of those Companies. Yet commenters are not being afforded an
opportunity to understand what i h( )5C ( )tential C( )sts are, or iF lS( )(. is contemplating
regulations, that it will impose the least burdensome means of implementing these
legislative provisions. Companies are also not able to ascertain the costs and
resources they would need to expend in undergoing a stage 1, 2 or 3 review, much less
if they are designated as a SIN. Indeed the cost benefit analysis recjuirement exists to
inform just these kinds of broad and complex rulemakings.

.\ccordingly, we believe that the ISOC should publish cost benefit analyses of
the rule itself and of its likely application, alio\v sufficient time for notice and
comment on them, and allow for a public discussion of these costs at a hearing that is
made part of the rulemaking record before the PR\l is finalized.

4. Failure to Comply with the Paperwork Reduction Act

The second NPRM makes a blanket statement, without detailed explanation,
that the paperwork burden for all respondents will be 1,000 hours. The Stage 1, 2,
and 3 review process and enhanced regulatory burden that a Silul nonbank financial
compam will bear would appear to be well above 1,000 hours. FSQC’s estimate is
based on the number of man hours it will take 1 employee over the course of a year.
This indicates the lack of any meaningful analysis or total disregard of the burdens
faced by companies under the second NPRM. ‘Ibis raises juestions as to the level of
thought and analysis employed by FSOC in issuing the second NPRM.

We believe that the 1’SOC should issue an estimate of the reporting burden
faced by a compan\ in each stage of the process and that this should be a part of a
public discussion and open for comment.

Conclusion
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\lonitoriiu and iid’ siandini threats to LT.S. financial stability is an important

)uWr( )wi h oft he 2( )O$ financial crisis, but \VC also must have reasonable risk—taking in
order to allo )W a Free enterprise syslelil to thrive. \n af)frof)1iate balance must be
struck to achieve this goal and mitigate threats presented by individual institutions.

\s it stands toda) , the second NPRM does not adequately strike that balance,
nor does it appear that lSO(. has sufficiently contemplated the key issues needed to
achieve it. 11w I’S( )( also has not provided the public with adequate information to

help it achieve this goal. More thoughtful cleitheration and engagement with the
put)lic are needed to create a Poce to identify any nonbank financial lnstitutions

that threaten U.S. financial stability, and subject those institutions to enhanced
prudential standards and supervision by the lederal Reserve Board. ‘I’hese enhanced
standards and supervision should onl\ be applied if such regulanons would mirigate
the threat more efficiently and effectively than the alternatives.

\ccordinglv, \ve respectfully request a public hearing to foster a deliberative
dialogue l)etween siakeholders and regulators to achieve an even—handed form of
systemic risk oversight that will not adversely impact economic growth or job
creation.

‘Ihank you for your timely consideration of this request and we stand ready to
work with you to achieve these goals.

lolTi Quaadman


